From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** [mailto: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:53 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30

year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** [mailto: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:48 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:04 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From***Personal Identifiers Removed***]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:10 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:11 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:12 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:13 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:13 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:56 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:31 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:34 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Here is my feedback on the proposed
Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government update the
104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is done right and
that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the people who call
the West Coast home. I think its really important that the proposed Water
Sustainability Act includes the following things: WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC
"CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater
fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that
while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example,
might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get
away with paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand
times more water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a
major missed opportunity to properly resource better water management and
governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and
surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees
make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to
cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater
and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for
surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource
the comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do,reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local
level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With
a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so
we can continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead
of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we
need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water
management system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity,
not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you
for taking my opinion into consideration on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward
to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above
are met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should be.
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:39 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30

year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:45 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:53 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:01 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:09 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX;
sheila@waterwealthproject.com
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:12 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:17 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:41 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:44 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Thank you for your attention to this important
matter... Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:10 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. Water must be protected as
a public resource There is a gap in the definition of 'Beneficial Use' for water that fails
to articulate the community interests of having healthy home waters, and bountiful
clean drinking water sources. The Government needs to update the definition of
â€˜Beneficial Useâ€™ to ensure that license holders understand they are not gaining a
â€˜property rightâ€™ but rather using a public resource that they must steward with
the care it deserves and in a way that ensures it is used for the best outcome of all of
us who call this region home. We need an inventory on groundwater first Although the
regulation for commercial and industrial groundwater users is welcome, locking them
into a licensing system which gives them priority for ongoing use is not. Government
knowledge of groundwater is still incomplete, and there is still much work to be done
to build local capacity to deepen our appreciation of the way groundwater provides for
fish habit, fertile lands and ongoing clean drinking water. Legally the government
needs to work with First Nations to determine jurisdiction. We need to see a
temporary licensing period for existing commercial and industrial groundwater users,
where they are mandated to report their water usage, and local science and traditional
knowledge from domestic water users can be assessed to ensure ongoing water
withdrawals like Nestleâ€™s 265 million litres a year really is sustainable. Apply the
Water Sustainability Act to all fresh water users The Objectives in the Water
Sustainability Act (WSA) must be enforceable and apply to all sectors and industries,
with no exemptions for Oil & Gas or Forestry as is currently implied in the Proposal.
Ensure the Water Sustainability Act applies to all water users in the province by:
Making Water Objectives be "objectives set by government", meaning that they must
be binding on all decision-makers, ministries, and sectors, including the Forestry and
Oil and Gas sectors; Including "beneficial use" requirements as an explicit component
of the WSA Water Objectives; and, Requiring decision-makers to mandate monitoring
and reporting of usage. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current
industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are

set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an
average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run
around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get away with
paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand times more
water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed
opportunity to properly resource better water management and governance in BC. A
higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is
needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public
â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic
administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface
water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water
licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the
comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and
other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local
level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With
a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so
we can continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead
of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we
need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water
management system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity,
not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you
for receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to
seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are
met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should be.
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:33 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:37 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:50 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment NestlÃ© has made it clear that they
and only they should control the water. In their view it will be a commodity like gas.
B.C. is currently giving NestlÃ© vast quantities of water which they are selling at a
huge profit. This is our water and our profit. Better than the tar sands without the
pollution. Our water, our profit. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:51 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from

ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:57 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment I am writing to congratulate the BC
Government for updating old legislation but I have some concerns. On my behalf and
for all British Columbians please ensure that the legislation includes these points:
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED It is time to walk the talk.
Our First Nations people are the foundation of this land. Please listen to their concerns
with respect. WATER USE FEES MUST BE EQUITABLE Industrial use of water resources
are priced too low. The water belongs first to the people, then industry. An average
family pays more for water than a multi-national company like Nestle. Water
governance is not iworking in the best interest of our citizens and too advantageous
for industry. More appropriate fee structures are needed. The Water Sustainability Act
must ensure that water use fees : - Ensure full cost-recovery by increasing fees to
cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater
and surface water; - Undertake a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for
surface water licenses and set groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource
the comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensure that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. - stopping short term
water licenses that aid industry in avoiding taxation We need to inventory our ground
water supply and provide protection as a public resource No exceptions should be
made for industry such as Oil and Gas to pollute. The Water Sustainability Act must be
enforceable. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability
Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks
articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as
they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:13 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:17 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. Therefore a higher, more appropriate fee
structure needs to be charged to industrial & commercial usage ,for both groundwater
and surface water ; ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water
management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue.
BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no
question we have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First
Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections
between our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity
on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home
waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for
Industrial license holders so we can continually evolve our water use practices and
management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years
for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to
ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from ever
having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water
use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the Water
Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:30 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.

We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:37 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water
use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate
of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an average water bill for a family of
three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multinational corporation like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that
amount while consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of
dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly
resource better water management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate
fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water
Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to
government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a
comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting
groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to
water management outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and
regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees
go specifically toward resourcing water management and governance, rather than into
the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building
stronger local relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing
local science to understand the intersections between our ground and surface water
systems, and of course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce
local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we
need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve
our water use practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review
periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews
every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water management system that
prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to longterm unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear
feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to
ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home
waters we all rely on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:59 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:06 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:23 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:33 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment While it is encouraging to see the BC
Government update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is
essential that it is done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable
water future for the people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a
clear request that at a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the
following outcomes. FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED First
Nations have a clear connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are
involved with the due respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for
stronger water policies and more sustainable management practices, but it also
prevents the threat of law suits in the future that drain all of us emotionally and
financially. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current
industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are
set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an
average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run
around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get away with
paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand times more
water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed
opportunity to properly resource better water management and governance in BC. A
higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is
needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public
â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic
administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface
water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water
licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the
comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and
other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and building the capacity on a local level to
develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With a new
BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can
continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead of the
proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to
see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water management
system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in
to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. INVENTORY Government
knowledge of groundwater is still incomplete, and there is still much work to be done

to build local capacity to deepen our appreciation of the way groundwater provides for
fish habit, fertile lands and ongoing clean drinking water. APPLY THE WATER
SUSTAINABILITY ACT TO ALL FREAH WATER USERS The Objectives in the Water
Sustainability Act (WSA) must be enforceable and apply to all sectors and industries,
with no exemptions for Oil & Gas or Forestry as is currently implied in the Proposal.
Ensure the Water Sustainability Act applies to all water users in the province by:
Making Water Objectives be "objectives set by government", meaning that they must
be binding on all decision-makers, ministries, and sectors, including the Forestry and
Oil and Gas sectors; Including "beneficial use" requirements as an explicit component
of the WSA Water Objectives; and, Requiring decision-makers to mandate monitoring
and reporting of usage. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:39 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the

Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***]
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:42 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:44 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:07 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:39 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s

general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:45 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licenses) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:58 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:05 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:20 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:17 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:39 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:47 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 5:57 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. This review is an opportunity to put water
management in this Province on track to ensure a truly sustainable water future for
the people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request
that at a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following
outcomes. FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED First Nations
have a clear connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with
the due respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water
policies and more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of
law suits in the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. INDUSTRIAL /
COMMERCIAL WATER USE FEES SHOULD PAY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
ADMINISTRATION, MONITORING, REVIEWS AND IMPROVING WATER MANAGEMENT.
Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee
(rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. These low fees
point to a missed opportunity to properly resource better water management and
governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and
surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees
make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to
cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater
and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for
surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource
the comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. REDUCE PROPOSED
REVIEW PERIODS With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the
reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use practices and
management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years
for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to
ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from ever
having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water
use. WATER IS AND MUST BE PROTECTED AS A PUBLIC RESOURCE There is a gap in
the definition of 'Beneficial Use' for water that fails to articulate the community
interests of having healthy home waters, and bountiful clean drinking water sources.
The Government needs to update the definition of â€˜Beneficial Useâ€™ to ensure
that license holders understand they are not gaining a â€˜property rightâ€™ but
rather using a public resource that they must steward with the care it deserves and in
a way that ensures it is used for the best outcome of all of us who call this region
home. GROUNDWATER INVENTORY WITH REGULATION Although the regulation for
commercial and industrial groundwater users is welcome, locking them into a licensing

system which gives them priority for ongoing use is not. Government knowledge of
groundwater is still incomplete, and there is still much work to be done to build local
capacity to deepen our appreciation of the way groundwater provides for fish habit,
fertile lands and ongoing clean drinking water. Legally the government needs to work
with First Nations to determine jurisdiction. We need to see a temporary licensing
period for existing commercial and industrial groundwater users, where they are
mandated to report their water usage, and local science and traditional knowledge
from domestic water users can be assessed to ensure ongoing water withdrawals like
Nestleâ€™s 265 million litres a year really is sustainable. DO NOT EXEMPT HEAVY
USERS / POLLUTERS. The Objectives in the Water Sustainability Act (WSA) must be
enforceable and apply to all sectors and industries, with no exemptions for Oil & Gas
or Forestry as is currently implied in the Proposal. Ensure the Water Sustainability Act
applies to all water users in the province by: Making Water Objectives be "objectives
set by government", meaning that they must be binding on all decision-makers,
ministries, and sectors, including the Forestry and Oil and Gas sectors; Including
"beneficial use" requirements as an explicit component of the WSA Water Objectives;
and, Requiring decision-makers to mandate monitoring and reporting of usage. Thank
you for receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to
seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are
met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should be.
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:06 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal
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Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
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FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:42 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:
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FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:06 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:
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Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:18 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:
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Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:29 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. A new BC Water act is obviously vital to all BC
residents. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:44 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the

Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:45 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:57 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:57 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:34 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:53 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:30 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:55 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WE NEED AN INVENTORY
ON GROUNDWATER FIRST Although the regulation for commercial and industrial
groundwater users is welcome, locking them into a licensing system which gives them
priority for ongoing use is not. Government knowledge of groundwater is still
incomplete, and there is still much work to be done to build local capacity to deepen
our appreciation of the way groundwater provides for fish habit, fertile lands and
ongoing clean drinking water. Legally the government needs to work with First Nations
to determine jurisdiction. We need to see a temporary licensing period for existing
commercial and industrial groundwater users, where they are mandated to report their
water usage, and local science and traditional knowledge from domestic water users
can be assessed to ensure ongoing water withdrawals like Nestleâ€™s 265 million
litres a year really is sustainable. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS"
Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee
(rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that
while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example,
might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get
away with paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand
times more water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a
major missed opportunity to properly resource better water management and
governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and
surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees
make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to
cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater
and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for
surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource
the comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. WATER MUST BE

PROTECTED AS A PUBLIC RESOURCE There is a gap in the definition of 'Beneficial Use'
for water that fails to articulate the community interests of having healthy home
waters, and bountiful clean drinking water sources. The Government needs to update
the definition of â€˜Beneficial Useâ€™ to ensure that license holders understand they
are not gaining a â€˜property rightâ€™ but rather using a public resource that they
must steward with the care it deserves and in a way that ensures it is used for the
best outcome of all of us who call this region home. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO
ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to
do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and other BC residents,
reviewing local science to understand the intersections between our ground and
surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local level to develop
and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water
Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can
continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead of the
proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to
see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water management
system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in
to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. APPLY THE WATER
SUSTAINABILITY ACT TO ALL FRESH WATER USERS The Objectives in the Water
Sustainability Act (WSA) must be enforceable and apply to all sectors and industries,
with no exemptions for Oil & Gas or Forestry as is currently implied in the Proposal.
Ensure the Water Sustainability Act applies to all water users in the province by: Making Water Objectives be "objectives set by government", meaning that they must
be binding on all decision-makers, ministries, and sectors, including the Forestry and
Oil and Gas sectors; -Including "beneficial use" requirements as an explicit component
of the WSA Water Objectives; and, -Requiring decision-makers to mandate monitoring
and reporting of usage. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the Water
Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:03 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:33 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. However, First Nations must
be held accountable to what they choose to do with the waterways within their
territories and exploitation of waterways by First Nations must go under the same
scrutiny as any other developement by non-first nations groups, individuals and
companies. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current
industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are
set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an
average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run
around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get away with
paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand times more
water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed
opportunity to properly resource better water management and governance in BC. A
higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is
needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public
â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic
administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface
water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water
licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the
comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and
other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local
level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With
a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so
we can continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead

of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we
need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water
management system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity,
not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Species
that are listed under SARA and rely on water must have their habitat protected under
the Water Act. I am currently witnessing the destruction of Oregon Spotted Frog
(Canada's most endangered amphibian) habitat in the Fraser Valley by land owners
that want to expand their agricutlure fields. This is destroying habitat for 1 of 3 small
and declining populations, and there has been almost nothing that the Ministry of
Environment can do except small fines and they have not been able to make the
perpetrators of these crimes put the wetland back to what it once was. These people
are criminals and there is currently no legislation to punish them or hold them
accountable. Sadly this is not an isolated event. With the gutting of DFO's protection of
habitat by the Harper government, species that rely on water all over British Columbia
are at futher risk because of the exploitation of a ccritical resource, not only to
humans, but to the species that rely on to keep ecosystems he althy. Thank you for
receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing
the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are met
and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should be. Sincerely,

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:47 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment I would like to provide comment on
the proposed Water Sustainability Act. Although it is encouraging to see updates to the
outdated legislation, I feel there is still an opportunity to address some crucial issues
within this piece of legislation to ensure that B.C.'s waters are used in a sustainable
way. First of all, I feel that the industrial/commercial water fees should be increased
such that the fees promote strategic water use from large companies. Revenues from
fees can then be used to fund water management projects for the province and
provide a self-sustaining way to fund the Water Act. I also feel that this Act should
apply to all freshwater users, include those in the oil and gas industries. The purpose
of this act is to ensure our water resources are managed in a way that provides B.C.
with resources well into the future. Exempting major stakeholders from accountability
in this act would undermine the integrity of the act as whole. Finally, we need to see
an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water
use practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that allows us to reevaluate our water use on a timeline that is relevant to water managers and allows us
to have foresight into changes that may need to be made to manage our water wisely.
Thank you for receiving my feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to
seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are
met. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:52 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:52 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the

Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:30 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:09 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. RESIDENTS ALONG WATERWAYS SHOULD HAVE
STREAMLINED AVENUES FOR FEEDBACK/REPORTING TO/FROM WORKS BEING DONE
ON WATERWAYS WITH WATER CONSERVATION ENFORCEMENT FOR INTERLOPERS
Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look
forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated
above are met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should
be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:09 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Please receive my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. I find it highly encouraging to see the BC
Government update the already centenary legislation that governs water in BC.
However, because water is indispensable for life, it is essential that it is done right and
that the outcome ensures a truly sustainable water future for Canadians and residents
of Canada call British Columbia home. Therefore while congratulating the Government
of BC on this endeavour, I am making a clear request that at a minimum the proposed
Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes. FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND
TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED It is time that we move into the 21st century, and we quit
push First Nations interests the wayside. First Nations have a clear connection to
healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due respect they
deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and more
sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in the
future that drain all of us emotionally and financially, and prevents the increasing rift
of Residents of Canada at large with First Nations. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE
PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle, for example, is able to get away with paying about one third of that
amount while consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of
dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly
resource better water management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate
fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water
Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to
government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a
comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting
groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to
water management outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and
regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees
go specifically toward resourcing water management and governance, rather than into
the provinceâ€™s general revenue. FIRST FWE NEED AN UNDERSTANDING AND
ACCURATE INVENTORY OF GROUND WATER Although the regulation for commercial
and industrial groundwater users is welcome, locking them into a licensing system
which gives them priority for ongoing use is not. Our knowledge of groundwater
including the Government's, is still incomplete. Thus, there is still much work to be
done to build local capacity to deepen our understanding of the way groundwater
provides for fish habit, fertile lands and ongoing clean drinking water. In my
understanding, the Government needs to: - Legally the government needs to work

with First Nations to determine jurisdiction; and, - Create a temporary licensing period
for existing commercial and industrial groundwater users, where they are mandated to
report their water usage, while local science and traditional knowledge from domestic
water users can be assessed to ensure ongoing water withdrawals like Nestleâ€™s 265
million litres a year really is sustainable. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building
stronger local relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing
local science to understand the intersections between our ground and surface water
systems, and of course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce
local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we
need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve
our water use practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review
periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews
every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water management system that
prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to longterm unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my
feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to
ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home
waters we all rely on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:54 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
WATER MUST BE PROTECTED AS A PUBLIC RESOURCE There is a gap in the definition
of 'Beneficial Use' for water that fails to articulate the community interests of having
healthy home waters, and bountiful clean drinking water sources. The Government
needs to update the definition of â€˜Beneficial Useâ€™ to ensure that license holders
understand they are not gaining a â€˜property rightâ€™ but rather using a public
resource that they must steward with the care it deserves and in a way that ensures it
is used for the best outcome of all of us who call this region home. WE NEED AN
INVENTORY ON GROUNDWATER FIRST Although the regulation for commercial and
industrial groundwater users is welcome, locking them into a licensing system which
gives them priority for ongoing use is not. Government knowledge of groundwater is
still incomplete, and there is still much work to be done to build local capacity to
deepen our appreciation of the way groundwater provides for fish habit, fertile lands
and ongoing clean drinking water. Legally the government needs to work with First
Nations to determine jurisdiction. We need to see a temporary licensing period for
existing commercial and industrial groundwater users, where they are mandated to
report their water usage, and local science and traditional knowledge from domestic
water users can be assessed to ensure ongoing water withdrawals like Nestleâ€™s 265
million litres a year really is sustainable. APPLY THE WATER SUSTAINABILITY ACT TO
ALL WATER USERS The Objectives in the Water Sustainability Act (WSA) must be
enforceable and apply to all sectors and industries, with no exemptions for Oil & Gas
or Forestry as is currently implied in the Proposal. Ensure the Water Sustainability Act
applies to all water users in the province by: Making Water Objectives be "objectives
set by government", meaning that they must be binding on all decision-makers,
ministries, and sectors, including the Forestry and Oil and Gas sectors; Including
"beneficial use" requirements as an explicit component of the WSA Water Objectives;
and, Requiring decision-makers to mandate monitoring and reporting of usage.
WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water
use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate
of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an average water bill for a family of
three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multinational corporation like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that
amount while consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of
dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly
resource better water management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate

fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water
Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to
government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a
comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting
groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to
water management outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and
regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees
go specifically toward resourcing water management and governance, rather than into
the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building
stronger local relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing
local science to understand the intersections between our ground and surface water
systems, and of course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce
local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we
need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve
our water use practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review
periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews
every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water management system that
prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to longterm unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear
feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to
ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home
waters we all rely on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:17 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:21 AM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. LET'S STOP GIVING AWAY OUR PRECIOUS RESOURCES!!!! BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and
other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local
level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With
a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so
we can continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead
of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we
need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water
management system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity,

not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us . Sincerely,

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:32 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the

Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:33 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:40 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:46 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the

Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:22 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment I have included the following form
letter, of which i am sure you have many copies. I hope you are aware of the move
towards community based governance and the need to protect our homeland's water
supply : Below is my feedback on the proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is
encouraging to see the BC Government update the 104 year old legislation that
governs water in BC, it is essential that it is done right and that the outcome will
ensure a truly sustainable water future for the people who call the West Coast home.
To that end I am making a clear request that at a minimum the proposed Water
Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes. FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE
MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of seeing First Nations interests pushed to the
wayside. First Nations have a clear connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring
they are involved with the due respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only
for stronger water policies and more sustainable management practices, but it also
prevents the threat of law suits in the future that drain all of us emotionally and
financially. WATER USE FEES MUST MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current
industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed groundwater fee (rental) are
set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3. This means that while an
average water bill for a family of three in the Lower Mainland, for example, might run
around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation like Nestle is able to get away with
paying about one third of that amount while consuming many thousand times more
water and making millions of dollars in profit. These low fees point to a major missed
opportunity to properly resource better water management and governance in BC. A
higher, more appropriate fee structure for both groundwater and surface water is
needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure that water use fees make public
â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by increasing fees to cover basic
administrative costs to government for responsibly managing groundwater and surface
water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of the pricing structure for surface water
licenses and setting groundwater fees sufficiently high to better resource the
comprehensive approach to water management outlined in the Proposal, including
supporting monitoring and regular license review, flow assessments, and enforcement;
and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward resourcing water management and
governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s general revenue. BUILD IN
SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO IMPROVE There is no question we
have more work to do, building stronger local relationships between First Nations and
other BC residents, reviewing local science to understand the intersections between
our ground and surface water systems, and of course building the capacity on a local
level to develop and enforce local watershed plans that protect our home waters. With
a new BC Water Act, we need to see an increase in the reviews for license holders so
we can continually evolve our water use practices and management systems. Instead
of the proposed review periods of 30 year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we

need to see reviews every 10 years. We need to ensure we are building a water
management system that prevents us from ever having to deal with water scarcity,
not locking us in to long-term unsustainable water use and draining us dry. Thank you
for receiving my clear feedback on the Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to
seeing the Act updated to ensure that the minimum benchmarks articulated above are
met and that the home waters we all rely on are protected as they should be.
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:39 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:03 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:47 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:44 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.

We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable
water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

From: ***Personal Identifiers Removed***
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:56 PM
To: Living Water Smart ENV:EX; OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Minister, ENV ENV:EX; ***Personal

Identifiers Removed***
Subject: Water Sustainability Act - Public Input

Water Sustainability Act - Public Input
Name:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

Email Address:

***Personal Identifiers Removed***

FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers
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FEEDBACK:
Honourable Mary Polak, Minister of Environment Below is my feedback on the
proposed Water Sustainability Act. While it is encouraging to see the BC Government
update the 104 year old legislation that governs water in BC, it is essential that it is
done right and that the outcome will ensure a truly sustainable water future for the
people who call the West Coast home. To that end I am making a clear request that at
a minimum the proposed Water Sustainability Act ensure the following outcomes.
FIRST NATIONS RIGHTS AND TITLE MUST BE RESPECTED Enough is enough of
seeing First Nations interests pushed to the wayside. First Nations have a clear
connection to healthy living waterways, ensuring they are involved with the due
respect they deserve provides an opportunity not only for stronger water policies and
more sustainable management practices, but it also prevents the threat of law suits in
the future that drain all of us emotionally and financially. WATER USE FEES MUST
MAKE PUBLIC "CENTS" Current industrial/commercial water use fees and the proposed
groundwater fee (rental) are set at a ridiculously low rate of 85 cents per 1,000m3.
This means that while an average water bill for a family of three in the Lower
Mainland, for example, might run around $650 per year, a multi-national corporation
like Nestle is able to get away with paying about one third of that amount while
consuming many thousand times more water and making millions of dollars in profit.
These low fees point to a major missed opportunity to properly resource better water
management and governance in BC. A higher, more appropriate fee structure for both
groundwater and surface water is needed. The Water Sustainability Act must ensure
that water use fees make public â€œcentsâ€ by: - Ensuring full cost-recovery by
increasing fees to cover basic administrative costs to government for responsibly
managing groundwater and surface water; - Undertaking a comprehensive review of
the pricing structure for surface water licenses and setting groundwater fees
sufficiently high to better resource the comprehensive approach to water management
outlined in the Proposal, including supporting monitoring and regular license review,
flow assessments, and enforcement; and, - Ensuring that fees go specifically toward
resourcing water management and governance, rather than into the provinceâ€™s
general revenue. BUILD IN SAFEGUARDS TO ENSURE WE CAN CONTINUE TO
IMPROVE There is no question we have more work to do, building stronger local
relationships between First Nations and other BC residents, reviewing local science to
understand the intersections between our ground and surface water systems, and of
course building the capacity on a local level to develop and enforce local watershed
plans that protect our home waters. With a new BC Water Act, we need to see an
increase in the reviews for license holders so we can continually evolve our water use
practices and management systems. Instead of the proposed review periods of 30
year ( 40 years for power purpose licences) we need to see reviews every 10 years.
We need to ensure we are building a water management system that prevents us from
ever having to deal with water scarcity, not locking us in to long-term unsustainable

water use and draining us dry. Thank you for receiving my clear feedback on the
Water Sustainability Act. I look forward to seeing the Act updated to ensure that the
minimum benchmarks articulated above are met and that the home waters we all rely
on are protected as they should be. Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers

Removed***

